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The Collaborative eNotebook: a Collaborative Learning and Knowledge Management Testbed

Abstract

We envision an eNotebook, a software system that enables students and instructors to manage their learning content across the software engineering curriculum, and to organize the content in multiple ways. We also envision this as a Collaborative eNotebook, which students and instructors use as they collaborate to create, share, and add to this content, and collaborate as they create, share, and add to ways to organize the content. This paper describes the features of a Collaborative eNotebook; it describes a design that integrates existing technologies from digital libraries, advanced search and retrieval, peer-to-peer file sharing, and distributed user identity authentication and access authorization; and it concludes with a description of experiments to assess the effectiveness of the Collaborative eNotebook in knowledge management and learning activities of an introduction to software engineering course.

“Our knowledge of the world comes from gathering around great things in a complex and interactive community of truth. But good teachers do more than deliver the news from that community to their students. Good teachers replicate the process of knowing by engaging students in the dynamics of the community of truth.”

Parker J. Palmer, The Courage to Teach

Problem: Capturing, Organizing, and Sharing Information Across the Curriculum

Science and engineering students face the daunting task of incrementally learning and applying a diversity of knowledge about their chosen discipline. In a collaborative learning experience, they must integrate knowledge and learning experiences across courses, within and across project teams, and from external sources such as libraries, professional societies, and standards bodies. In addition, since they are in the process of learning the discipline, they don’t yet know the various ways to organize and categorize their growing body of knowledge.

Today’s students and instructors use a diversity of technologies to capture, organize, and share information, including computer file systems, course web sites, learning management systems, electronic portfolios, shared project repositories, email, instant messages, blogs, and wikis. Yet, this fragments their information into isolated silos of content with poor, often hierarchical, organization. Typically, each course offering has its own space for content, each project has its own repository, each student and instructor has their own file system, and external sources are only available through web links.

Instead, students and instructors need their learning content to be integrated and organized across multiple aspects of personal and collaborative work, regardless of where the content is stored. A typical student in our ABET-accredited software engineering program must integrate knowledge and experiences from over 30 courses, 15 team projects, and two or more terms of cooperative
work or internship jobs. Students cannot search for and integrate information across the numerous storage and communications silos they currently use for these numerous collaborations. They do not have the mechanisms to catalog, organize, and manage the information, annotate the information with comments and questions, link to external information, or readily share their own information with teammates, instructors, and other collaborators. Finding the information they need, when they need it, is quite difficult. Students and instructors need ways to integrate their learning content across multiple dimensions of knowledge and multiple aspects of collaboration and interaction.

The Collaborative eNotebook is designed to address these needs. It will provide a collaborative learning and knowledge management system that provides powerful ways for students, instructors, and others to manage, organize, and use personal, shared, and external knowledge in their collaborative learning experience. The eNotebook design integrates and extends technologies for digital libraries, advanced search and retrieval, peer-to-peer file sharing, and distributed user identity authentication and access authorization. The Collaborative eNotebook will come pre-populated with valuable learning content from our software engineering undergraduate degree program and from industry standards and best practices. Students and instructors will continuously add to that pre-populated content as they learn and create, together.

The eNotebook content will be organized in multiple ways, reflecting the software engineering course curriculum, the industry consensus captured in software engineering standards (such as ISO and IEEE standards), the IEEE/ACM Computing Curricula models and the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK). In addition, students and instructors can add to, modify, and extend these pre-built knowledge organizations to provide additional structure and content that reflects the complexity and richness of their knowledge and interactions. The organization will not be a single, hierarchical taxonomic structure of knowledge, rather it will be a multi-dimensional, multi-aspect, multi-purpose collection of multiple ways to organize and access knowledge. Students and instructors will want to, and will need to, access, organize, and contribute to this shared knowledge in collaborative learning and discovery.

With the eNotebook, a student will be able to capture and integrate knowledge across the full curriculum and add to it and share it with project teammates and faculty. They will do a full-text search through their personal and shared eNotebook using discipline-specific and project-specific terminology and context to guide their search and to organize, filter, and interpret search results. Their eNotebook contents will be organized chronologically and by course, as with the traditional paper notebook and courseware or file directories (but spanning much larger time frames than a single bound volume or a single course offering), and their eNotebook will also be organized and sorted by project, collaborator, application domain, theoretical support, development tool used, and any other relevant organizing concept. The students and instructors will easily annotate content with subject identifiers, notes, questions, references, and context, as well as implications, applications, and other data about use and relevance. They will even organize and annotate the annotations.

The ability to easily access and share valuable learning content, along with powerful ways to organize, add to, and manage the learning content, promises to significantly improve the collaborative learning experience. It promises to allow students and teachers to “gather around
great things in a complex and interactive community of truth.” However, this ability may come at a cost: the added level of cognitive engagement and workload to describe, organize, and manage the information, and the potential information overload of having too much information available at once. The eNotebook system will provide features that enable it to be used as a testbed in which to conduct experiments to assess the benefit and cost of the tool in an undergraduate software engineering curriculum. On-going, incremental research will use the testbed to evaluate the effectiveness of the collaborative learning and knowledge management environment and to discover ways to improve the benefit and reduce the cognitive cost. Although the content and organization will focus on software engineering, the underlying tools and technology can be readily applied in virtually any course of study.

Our overall research program, then, has the following objectives:
1. Provide a powerful suite of tools for software engineering students and instructors to collaborate in their efforts to organize, annotate, search, and discover knowledge from their courses, individual learning and research, team collaborations in learning and research, and a broad body of discipline-specific knowledge in standards, best practices, and lessons learned,
2. Provide a testbed of validated knowledge and instrumented knowledge management tools to enable experiments that evaluate the effectiveness of the students and instructors using the collaboration environment in learning and applying software engineering knowledge,
3. Conduct focused experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of these collaborative tools and knowledge objects in helping students meet learning objectives,
4. Based on experiment results and further research, incrementally improve the collaboration tools, knowledge, testbed, and experiments toward creating and assessing innovative and effective collaborative learning materials and tools,
5. Participate in a community of scholars, including faculty and undergraduate and graduate students from multiple universities, collaborating to develop and apply improved collaborative learning materials and tools, working together to disseminate, integrate, apply, and evolve learning materials and tools based on our combined experiences,
6. Accelerate the creation and improvement of high-quality, accredited degree programs and practitioner education in software engineering, which is a discipline that must quickly grow to meet industry needs for highly-productive development of high-quality software.

Related Work

Researchers have long sought to implement Vannevar Bush’s vision from 1945 of a memex, a device to address the “growing mountain of research [where] the investigator is staggered by the findings and conclusions of thousands of other workers—conclusions which he cannot find time to grasp, much less to remember, as they appear.” Bush envisioned the memex as a device which records and stores information and allows the information to be extended, shared, and consulted. Bush described “a memex [as] a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility. It is an enlarged intimate supplement to his memory.” The essential feature of memex, Bush said, is the ability to immediately and automatically tie two information items together into an association. As the user navigates through the information, following existing associations and creating new ones, he leaves a trail of his investigation and the associations made so that he and others can later follow this same trail of evidence and
discovery. The eNotebook project seeks to help fulfill Bush’s vision, applied in a university curriculum.

Alan Kay, a computing pioneer (for example, in object-oriented programming, the graphical user interface, Smalltalk, etc. at Xerox PARC) and his colleagues have long-envisioned a machine called a Dynabook: “a portable interactive personal computer, as accessible as a book” focused on learning for “kids of all ages.” The current incarnation of that computing and authoring environment is embodied in Squeak, which is called a “media authoring tool.”

Mark Guzdial and his colleagues are working to apply the Dynabook vision and Squeak to collaborative learning, providing an environment where students can create and share media across learning groups. They are applying the tools to learning and collaboration in computer science education and have reported significant improvements in learning and retention.

The learning portfolio has long been known to provide a valuable way to collect a student’s work across the curriculum so that they and their instructors can reflect on and assess the student’s learning and provide concrete artifacts that reflect that learning. Electronic portfolios (ePortfolios) are electronic versions of traditional hard-copy portfolios. Upchurch and Sims-Knight report on the use of ePortfolios in a software engineering course, but the scope of content and reflection was limited to only one course. Reflection across the curriculum was not discussed, and apparently was not supported by their ePortfolio software. McDonald has evaluated the use of hard-copy learning portfolios in assessment across the software engineering curriculum. He identified difficulties in the assessment process, some of which could be solved by having an automatic electronic record in a curriculum-wide ePortfolio, such as providing multiple ways to organize and navigate contents, and being able to recover missing artifacts.

The Kepler project is studying the use of digital libraries for individuals and small communities, bridging the gap to digital libraries for large organizations (universities, companies, etc.). Kepler enables users to self-archive content and provide a federated access to content published by a group of collaborators. The Kepler vision has influenced the eNotebook vision, and we plan to re-use some of its open-source implementation in our implementation.

Early work on electronic engineering notebooks, such as the SHARE project at Stanford, showed the value of electronic capture and sharing of information in collaborative product development. The Design Space Colonization project at Stanford is now going beyond this to provide a “DesignJournal” which integrates the electronic notebook with computer-based engineering design tools. Electronic notebooks are generating significant interest and are beginning to be adopted in industry, as evidenced by a number of commercial products, the series of Electronic Lab Notebook Conferences, and the formation of the Collaborative Electronic Notebook Systems Association.

In our work on providing software development process information to software engineers, we found that simply providing linked information content in a web site is often not effective. To address this, we defined and exploited an underlying model of content meaning, purpose, and organization, and of engineering task workflow, to more effectively organize and deliver process information to software engineers. In our work for NASA on DynaLL, we are exploring the use
of technologies to allow flexible organization and capture of engineering lesson learned content, combined with consistent integration, search, and access to lessons learned from across NASA. In our work for NASA on SA_MetaMatch,\textsuperscript{18} we exploit common meaning of terms in document metadata and document indexes to automatically discover documents that are likely to address related topics. This experience gives us confidence in the value of an eNotebook, and it gives us experience with the technologies to implement eNotebook.

The rest of this paper describes our approach to the design of an eNotebook testbed solution and our approach to using the testbed to evaluate the effectiveness of collaboration and learning using eNotebook.

eNotebook Design Approach

In building the eNotebook software system, we will adapt and integrate existing functionality into an integrated solution. All the parts are available in some form. We will incrementally integrate them into an evolving knowledge management and collaboration environment; populate the environment with valuable learning content; conduct controlled experiments observing students, instructors, and others collaborating in a new learning experience that the environment enables; and analyze experiment results to guide us toward improved collaborative learning tools and techniques for the next increments of development and experimentation.

We have an overall design structure that identifies a number of existing technologies that we are integrating into the overall solution. We have delivered and are beginning to use an early increment of the eNotebook and are using it as a shared content repository within our project team. The following figures illustrate our approach to developing the Collaborative eNotebook software system. Figure 1 shows that collaborators interact directly with each other and indirectly through the eNotebook content and content description and organization. This content interaction and organization is built upon a data distribution and access control infrastructure.

Figure 2 illustrates the architectural layers of the eNotebook design and how collaboration between users is facilitated by integration and interaction at each layer of separate installations of the eNotebook software. The bottom layer provides for storage of knowledge content and metacontent (content descriptions and organizations). The second layer provides for content and metacontent distribution and access control. The third layer provides for content search and subscription. The top layer provides the tools for content and metacontent presentation and creation.

Figure 3 shows the software packages that we chose to implement each of the layers in Figure 2. Each package provides specific functionality and is available from basic operating system services (such as file systems and TCP/IP communications) or from open-source components (identified in the diagram and discussed in a later section).

We certainly don’t intend to detail and implement this design all at once. Rather, we are building a series of thin vertical slices across the layers, providing incremental capability and a testbed for incremental experience and improvement in collaborative learning using eNotebook capabilities.
Figure 1. Improve collaborative learning by enabling interaction with shared content and with shared description and organization of content.

Figure 2. Architecture layers in eNotebook
Figure 3. The functional elements in the architecture layers and existing implementations (in parentheses) that we will adapt and integrate.
eNotebook Materials

The materials in a student’s eNotebook are traditional course materials (lecture notes, readings, personal notes, graded exams and assignments, etc.) and project team artifacts (shared project deliverables, documentation, activity plans, instructor feedback, etc.). The materials also include shared materials such as team discussions and chat session archives, links to external materials (on the public internet and on protected intranets, such as items available only through the university library or through the department and university’s protected and licensed systems), and common materials across the curriculum and the discipline (course listings, lessons learned and assessment repositories, best practices, industry standards, etc.).

In particular, an early increment of the eNotebook content will provide common content for our Introduction to Software Engineering course, including course syllabi, learning objectives, lecture notes, in-class activities, reading materials, and learning review quizzes. It will also include common team development process artifacts, such as activity guidelines, templates, checklists, and sample artifacts. This content will be available across all course offerings and beyond the academic term for the course. When access control features are built and verified in eNotebook, we will also provide access to licensed and copyrighted content, including textbook lecture materials, materials from the IBM Academic Alliance, etc. We will also provide links to external materials including the IEEE Software Engineering Standards, SWEBOK, SWEnet course materials, and the North Carolina State University’s Software Engineering Open Seminar Project materials. We will also test tightly-integrated search and access to external document servers including the NASA Technical Report Server, Open Access Journals, and our campus Digital Media Library. Note that all these materials will be indexed as part of the overall eNotebook content organization, even if the actual materials are external and under controlled access. Of course, students and instructors can add content to their personal eNotebook content repositories and share that with their collaborators as they choose.

A key feature of the Collaborative eNotebook, and a critical element of its power, is that it provides more than “raw” content. It also provides “metacontent” including content metadata (such as title, creator, summary, subject, access rights, etc.), relationships between content objects, indexes of document terms for use in search and discovery of meaning, and statements of the origin and quality of content. It also provides ontologies—taxonomies, shared vocabularies, glossaries, and models specific to the software engineering domain—of the content. This metacontent provides a powerful, flexible way for students and instructors to organize and use learning content. For example, by selecting terms from a standard software engineering glossary to define content subjects, content can be categorized and classified with other similar content, and team members get assurance that they are using the same terms and meanings in classifying their content and in searching for content. By using the terms and content taxonomies from industry-consensus standards and documents, such as, IEEE standards, SWEBOK, and the Computing Curricula, they are working within a common organizational context for the discipline while they are still learning about that discipline. They can then use these terms to classify, organize, search, and use personal and shared information.

In particular, we will incrementally develop multiple taxonomies of software engineering terms based on SWEBOK, the Software Engineering Curriculum Guidelines, the IEEE Standard
Glossary for Software Engineering Terminology, and the course descriptions in our curriculum. All built-in content will be organized using these taxonomy terms as subject headings, and eNotebook users can use the same terms (and terms they and their collaborators have added) to organize their added content.

**eNotebook Tools**

The students and instructors using the eNotebook also will share the tools they use to inspect, shape, and manage their learning materials. The eNotebook provides access to the tools to search, navigate, organize, create, inter-relate, and disseminate the team’s collaboration knowledge and course knowledge. The tools to create and view materials include discipline-specific design and analysis tools, such as computer-aided software engineering tools, and traditional office automation tools such as word processors, drawing tools, and email clients.

Tools to organize and inter-relate content include tools to describe the content (to build the metadata), build search indexes, categorize the content (label its subject using shared and private vocabularies), discover and declare related content (references, versions, similar subject matter, etc.), and create associations between related content. This also includes tools to build and manage the domain ontology elements including taxonomies, controlled vocabularies, and models. Tools to search and navigate content include keyword-driven search engines and taxonomic (classification-oriented) browsing, search and relevance filtering based on personal profiles and task context, automatic search agents that transparently discover relevant content, visual clustering and connections of related content, and navigation across content references.

Tools to disseminate content include content description (metadata) publication and harvesting, peer-to-peer file sharing with group authorization policies, and traditional web-based and shared file access.

The taxonomy will be built using open-source software tools such as Protégé. Our goal will be to provide a relatively flat (lightly structured) vocabulary of shared terms (as opposed to a linguist’s highly structured, formal, rigid taxonomy) so we can experiment with the balance between formality and usability of users interacting with taxonomies and using them to guide content organization and discovery.

We will also provide mechanisms to define personal taxonomies, and multiple shared taxonomies. The taxonomies and taxonomy building and browsing tools will be instrumented so we can study the creation, use, evolution, and sharing of taxonomic elements, as well as their use in collaboration tasks.

We are defining a learning content metadata model based on the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative elements, with additional metadata elements derived from the IEEE Standard for Learning Object Metadata, and the US Department of Defense’s SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference Model) metadata model. The metadata will be especially valuable for organizing content by assigning Dublin Core “Subject” terms from the software engineering discipline taxonomy described above. This metadata model will allow us to experiment with users interacting with metadata content that was explicitly created to define its utility in learning. We can see how metadata is used to summarize content, place it in a learning context, and use it as a
reference to more complete or related content. It will also give us the basis to evaluate how extensive and rich the metadata needs to be to provide benefit in discovery and understanding.

We will provide metadata, annotation, and relationship capturing tools that allow us to measure the amount of effort content creators and readers spend to capture metacontent. The metadata capture tools will be derived from the MetaGen and AutoGen tools we built for the NASA Technical Standards Program\textsuperscript{18} and from open source software available for building Dublin Core-compliant metadata.\textsuperscript{23} Annotea will be the base of the annotation tool.\textsuperscript{26} We will adapt the Dynamic Lessons Learned system\textsuperscript{17} that our collaborators at the University of Alabama are developing for NASA, which allows a lesson author the flexibility to select content elements and element types to include in a lesson or to define new element types that meet their needs, yet which also provides consistent structure and organization that allows a lesson user to find lessons relevant to their interests and tasks. In the eNotebook testbed, we will be able to identify which lesson elements are most often used by authors and which are most relevant to users.

We will provide an information sharing infrastructure and tools for students, faculty, and others to maintain and allow controlled access to personal and shared learning content and metadata content. The content sharing infrastructure and tools will be based on open-source implementations of the WebDAV (Web Distributed Authoring and Versioning) family of standards\textsuperscript{27} such as Jakarta Slide\textsuperscript{28} or Subversion\textsuperscript{29}, open-source implementations of the evolving JXTA standards for Java-based peer-to-peer file sharing,\textsuperscript{30} secure user authentication and distributed authorization services for universities based on Shibboleth\textsuperscript{31} from the Internet2 efforts, (which are part of the National Science Foundation Middleware Initiative for shared cyberinfrastructure\textsuperscript{32}), and peer sharing groups defined using the Friend-of-a-Friend (FoaF) definitions of person, group, project, and organization.\textsuperscript{33} By explicitly specifying who has access to what content, both for building search indexes and for document access and annotation, we will be able to experiment with different levels of user control of access to personal and shared artifacts.

Our search tools are based on open-source indexing, crawling, and search engines, including tools from the Apache Lucene\textsuperscript{34} effort and SWISH-e.\textsuperscript{35} We create separate indexes of documents, of metadata elements (for example, the keywords in a title, separate from the keywords in an abstract), and give relevance weight to terms and phrases that appear in the domain taxonomies and user interest and task profiles. We will also leverage this information to cluster possibly related documents. These capabilities will build on our NASA SA_MetaMatch document discovery tools.\textsuperscript{18} This will also give us the details and control to experiment with fine-grained user interaction in specifying and evaluating the results of search and browse behaviors.

We are now implementing metadata provider and harvesting functions based on open-source implementations of the Open Archive Initiative (OAI) Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (PMH)\textsuperscript{36} emphasizing lightweight, personal library implementations such as Kepler.\textsuperscript{12} We will build a static PMH repository provider, and we will experiment with various configurations of personal, locally shared, and department-wide metadata repositories. This will allow us to design experiments to understand the user’s need for metadata-based summaries versus access to the full document to evaluate document utility for their task, as well as experiments to
understand the user’s need to understand the partitioning of their shared document space into personal, team, course, department, and other peer groups.

We will provide a mechanism for users to define interest profiles that help to search and filter information. The student will define their interests and current tasks by selecting terms from their personal and shared taxonomies, by recording reusable search queries, and by defining preferred scope of search (specific projects or courses, for example, or specific repositories or external web sites). This information on a student’s interests and tasks can also drive automatic search and discovery agents that work in the background to find information for a student and present it to them in their context of use. This “publication” of students’ interests and tasks allows information to be “pushed” to the student, which complements the students explicitly searching for (“pulling”) information.

Evaluating the Use of eNotebook

The rich characterization of knowledge, rich knowledge relationships, and explicit declaration of collaboration partners in eNotebook enables a rich experimentation testbed for collaborative learning and knowledge management. We must ask the question, though, will it improve peer-to-peer learning in our undergraduate software engineering curriculum? Critical to our testing of this hypothesis is our prediction that realizing these improvements in learning will require that students and instructors spend additional effort to describe, organize, and share information, but that that effort is not excessive, and it pays for itself in improved information organization, search, and discovery. We will build into the eNotebook data gathering instrumentation to provide an experimental testbed to investigate the Collaborative eNotebook’s impact on learning and to explore ways to use the eNotebook that improve learning and reduce the additional effort.

Our experiments will focus on assessing the effectiveness of students in collaborative learning, in general, and, in particular, on assessing changes in effectiveness when using eNotebook to share and manage information in collaborative learning compared to not using eNotebook. Here, we describe our general approach and some specific areas for experimentation.

Through surveys, interviews, focus group discussions, observation using contextual inquiry, and data gathered from our existing learning management system and course web sites, we will build a baseline characterization of tools and materials students use in team projects and collaborative learning without the use of eNotebook. We will also use surveys, interviews, focus groups, observation, and data gathered from eNotebook and related tools (learning management systems and course web sites) to characterize collaborative learning with eNotebook.

Some of the specific items we will assess follow: Who shares what information, why, and when? What are the motivations and restrictions to sharing? Are there issues of information ownership and pride (or embarrassment) in sharing? Who will use the system the most, and what can be done to encourage use by others? What usage guidelines and policies will encourage eNotebook use? We also need to assess the quality of the implementation of eNotebook: Are the correct, useful materials and tools available? Are they usable? Is the system stable, secure, reliable, etc.?"
Since we are particularly concerned with measuring the cognitive work associated with creating and using content metadata and organizations, we will focus on experiments that compare the effort of “on-the-fly” search and application of relatively unorganized information versus the upstream cost and downstream benefit of organizing information for later use. We will formulate experiments, surveys, and interviews to identify the sources of problems and success, including focus on the learning materials; visualization and content of metacontent (descriptions, relationships, annotations, etc.); tools for content and metacontent visualization, manipulation, and navigation; the underlying software engineering concepts being learned; team coordination and communication topics; etc.

Here are some of the team exercises for our Introduction to Software Engineering course which we will investigate:

- Use on-line instructions and lessons learned in setting up and testing the shared software development environment including a Java integrated development environment (Eclipse) and a software version management system (CVS),
- Use taxonomy-guided search of information and lessons saved by prior students to select a software design tool for team design,
- Use process guidance and shared authoring and annotations to collaborate to define team member roles,
- Use process guidance, a shared activity planner/tracker, and a shared status report template to record team efforts, to develop a team weekly status report, and to collaborate in updating weekly project plans,
- Use shared team tools to package software project artifacts (requirements documents, programs, test plans, etc.) into a test release, then make that release available to another team for testing, capture test results, receive test results back, and engage in discussions among the development team and test team to understand test results and to plan how to address identified software defects.

Data we will gather to obtain insight on collaboration and knowledge creation and management will include:

- The amount of information in personal and shared eNotebook spaces and the rate of growth of that information
- Characterization of what information is captured and linked to in relationships
- The amount of information referenced versus copied/replicated
- Resource hit counters (web page clicks, views, and downloads, for example)
- Team software development productivity metrics and other traditional software engineering metrics
- User requests for help in using the system
- User change requests, feature requests, and problem reports for the system
- Traditional usability measures for human-computer interaction

Development Plans and Status

Given our concern that we must be cautious in our introduction of new cognitive workload in our collaboration tools, and given the very large scope of our planned development effort, we are using an incremental development and experimentation process. Our incremental process also
reflects the cyclic model for knowledge production and improvement of practice in education. Our focus is on creating new learning tools that make existing materials available in novel ways, and then assessing the impact of those tools and materials on collaborative learning.

We are incrementally developing testbed functionality, evaluating its effectiveness, and then, based on experimental results, we will incrementally add or modify testbed functionality and continue experimentation. We have implemented our first increment, which provides a shared document repository with a metadata tagging facility and full-text and metadata-driven search. The metadata implements the simple Dublin Core metadata element set. We are using this repository within the eNotebook research project to capture relevant literature, product artifacts (requirements (developed as part of a Software Requirements course project), architecture design, object class and interaction design, code baselines, etc.), meeting minutes, and email threads. We now are implementing an OAI-PMH metadata harvester/provider pair and plan to deploy our next product release to our collaborators at the University of Alabama so we can test shared, distributed repository search and access. We are also now building an initial software engineering taxonomy based on the SWEBOK models, along with a content annotation tool to tag content with subject terms from the taxonomy. We will then instrument these tools and design experiments to assess eNotebook effectiveness within our research effort. We will then enhance the content and begin to roll the product out for experimental use in select courses, while we continue our development, adding in distributed repositories, access control, and other features in later increments.

Conclusions

We have defined an ambitious project to develop a Collaborative eNotebook, which we expect to be a powerful environment for knowledge management and collaborative learning. The broad vision and success of related efforts, such as Squeak (Dynabook), ePortfolios, electronic lab notebooks, personal and group digital libraries, and learning management systems, give us confidence that combining these capabilities into a coherent environment, and populating this environment with valuable, well-organized learning content, will be an important contribution to software engineering education. We have identified readily available technology elements and learning content which we can integrate into an evolving eNotebook implementation. We have defined an approach to experimentation using the evolving implementation so that we can measure and improve on the anticipated benefits of eNotebook. We are eager to have the tool, obtain results, and use them to the benefit of the software engineering education community.
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